TREE #

1

2

ADDRESS
(W. Green
St.)

802

802

INVENTORY
SITE
NUMBER

#2

#1

ID #

13605

722

3

712

#1

4116

4

702

#1

17611

5

6

609

601

#1

#1

352

10521

Tree Species

Sugar Maple

Major decline, trunk completely hollow,
very limited holding wood. Failure high risk
Deadwood pruned 8/18/14

Fair condition (2013); species (Elm)
susceptible to disease (wetwood) and ice
storm

7

6

8

6

6

Location , poor condition (2013),
continued deadwood issue

Elm is ice storm/wind storm susceptible,
major lean over street, encroaching on
resident nice Buckeye (better species)
Fruiting bodies at root flare, failure waiting.
Major trunk damage, trunk sounds hollow
with sounding hammer Deadwood prune
1/26/15

6

7

Sugar Maple

Fair condition (2013), poor structure

Bad trunk, wound/cavity east side

6

7

Tree condition and Bus
Stop/ADA; trade‐off to
save other tree (sidewalk
will be at same elevation
as bus pad with roughly 2‐
foot excavation in total for
sidewalk excavation and Can sidewalk be sawed so tree
change in elevation)
isn't impacted?

Location , fair condition (2013)

Root system will take major damage thru
construction

6

6

Tree not in good shape

(no comments)

Dieback in canopy, cavity in center lead
from loss of top, poor structure Deadwood
pruned 8/1/14

Remove declining tree/ Dead at
Top

Fair condition (2013)

Should be listed as poor condition, cavity at
root flare, hazard

6

8

(no comments)

Honey Bee in hollow 15' east side, trunk
hollow sounding hammer. Poor location to
existing sidewalk

6

6

4956

Red Maple

8

503

#1

5180

Sugar Maple

5922

Location , poor condition (2013),
continued maintenance issues

6

Tree condition (tree close
to sidewalk; minimum 10‐
inch excavation to replace
sidewalk)
Declining tree/fungus up top

Red Maple

Sugar Maple

Tree condition (root
system exposed; minimum
10‐inch excavation to
replace sidewalk)
Tree condition (right on
sidewalk; minimum 10‐
inch excavation to replace
sidewalk)
Tree condition and
grading/ADA; proximity to
sidewalk (minimum 2‐foot
excavation for sloping ADA
ramp and sidewalk
excavation)

Declining tree

Cabled system installed, potential of
failure evident

ADDITIONAL NOTES
Bad crotch south side with included bark,
potential failure, weeping. Very soft root
flare south side, hollow sounded with
hammer

Tree condition

#3

#1 SA

Tree condition and Bus
Stop/ADA (within footprint
of bus stop)
(no comments)

KEVIN/ DAVEY INVENTORY NOTES

UPDATED
HAZARD
RATING

Sugar Maple

508/502

501

MIKE BRUNK'S NOTES

Tree condition and Bus
Stop/ADA (within footprint
of bus stop)
Sugar Maple
Bad shape/declining tree
Species and tree
condition; removing
marginal tree in favor of
Siberian Elm (non‐ better species on private
native)
property
Bad tree

7

9

REASON FOR REMOVAL

2013
HAZARD
RATING

Tree has Bees in it.
Try to save Sugar Maple.
Ramps could be a concern.

6

